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ICO Max global investment
and underwriting platform

ICO Max connects Initial Coin Offerings to more than
a million potential investors
Investors want high quality ICOs and direct
management of their money. Start-ups want a good
field of prospective investors for their regulatorycompliant ICOs. Our automated, convenient,
transparent, fully compliant platform connects them.

Our mobile app gives dynamic and well-visualized realtime information and analysis on start-up shares and
prospects from the first day of their launch. Our data
and marketing put start-ups’ details in investors’ hands
worldwide and help them invest and trade in ICOs.

Services

Platform Advantages

The ICO Max platform is based in Canada and
operates in compliance with all Canadian regulatory
laws. It provides 5 services:

For investors, ICO Max provides underwriting of
selected projects, investment insurance, dynamic and
objective real-time analytics, verification of start-ups,
legal support, and regulatory accreditation. Investors
buy not ordinary tokens but securities that give them
a voice in the start-up and its development.

Underwriting: Legal due diligence and public
disclosure documentation
Valuation: Comparative analysis and proper
rating
Global Exchange: App-based pre-marketing,
pre-filed KYCs, worldwide distribution
Post-ICO Marketing: App-based info supporting
ongoing proper valuation
Post-ICO Disclosure: App-based quarterly
summary reports and press releases

For traders, ICO Max provides data and analytics
to screen prospective start-ups, a platform to trade
their tokens, information on closed sales with high
discounts, pre-registration in ICOs, and legal support.
For start-ups, ICO Max provides global marketing to
target investors from an ever-expanding base and
solidify market valuation of shares (tokens) in the
early stages of their work.
For bounty-members, ICO Max provides a referral
system for selling tokens, with sales channels and
a notification system, and commissions paid in
promotions (tokens) of the projects being promoted.

Find out more about us, who we are, and what we’ll do for you at icomax.io

